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Lattice-based Cryptography

z Based on the potential hardness of lattice problems. Lattices are 
regular arrangements of points in n-dimensional space. 
y Main security parameter : Dimension of the lattice, typically

larger than 300.
y Advantage: More efficient arithmetic than RSA. The cost of usual

operations is quadratic in the security parameter, rather than
cubic.

y Inconvenient: The hardness of lattice problems is not well-
understood, despite several NP-hardness results.  
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Main Lattice-based Cryptosystems

z Ajtai-Dwork (1996-97) : Broken in [Nguyen-Stern1998].
z Goldreich-Goldwasser-Halevi (1997) :

y Original version broken in [Nguyen1999].
y Must use large parameters: keysize is a big issue, despite

improvements in [Micciancio2001].
z NTRU [Hoffstein-Pipher-Silverman, 1996-98-2000]

y The most efficient lattice scheme known.
y The only one which gave birth to a company:   
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Public-Key Encryption

z NTRUEncrypt (1996-1998-2000-2002)
y Advantages:

x Provides high encryption/decryption rates with a reasonable
keysize.

x Simple to implement : no arithmetic on large numbers.
y Inconvenients :

x Very recent.
x The basic primitive has been changed several times, though

the overall philosophy remains the same.
x There are many parameters, which make security analysis

and selection of parameters tricky.
x Much care is required for paddings, due to peculiar

properties of the NTRU primitive. 
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Signature

z NTRUSign (2000-01-02) by Hoffstein et al., based on the GGH 
design.
y Advantages:

x Provides fast signature/verification times with a reasonable
keysize.

x Simple to implement : no arithmetic on large numbers.
y Inconvenients:

x Extremely recent.
x Previous versions were completely broken (Gentry et al., 

2001-02).
x Each signature provably leaks information about the signer’s 

private key.
x There are many parameters, which make security analysis

and selection of parameters tricky.
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Conclusion

z Lattice cryptography is both interesting and promising, but there are 
non-negligible security concerns.

z More research is definitely required in order to give a better
assessment of the security of lattice cryptosystems.

z Improvements and/or new lattice cryptosystems may be found.


